Keeping exterior surfaces beautiful even when things get ugly.
YOUR LOCAL FORECAST HAS BEEN CALLING FOR THIS.

The Storm System is designed to stand up to whatever comes down. Whether it’s months of baking sunlight and damaging ultraviolet rays, seemingly endless rain or brutal winters marked by ongoing cycles of freezing and thawing, there’s a Storm System finish engineered to withstand it.
CLEAR
These finishes are the most transparent. They allow the most natural look of the wood to show through.

LIGHT
These are toners and semi-transparent finishes. They provide a hint of color while still permitting the texture and wood grain to show through.

MODERATE
This is the semi-solid finish category. These finishes provide color that is a bit more opaque, yet still allow the natural character of the wood to show through.

HEAVY
Solid color finishes make up this category. They provide a completely opaque, paint-like appearance.
THINGS ARE ABOUT TO BECOME VERY CLEAR.

When should you use a clear finish versus a semi-transparent or a solid color? What are the differences in moisture and sun protection? Confused? You’re not alone. The world of exterior finishes has gotten very cloudy over the years. But things are about to become a whole lot clearer.

THE INDUSTRY’S MOST INNOVATIVE, INTUITIVE EXTERIOR WOOD CARE SYSTEM.

Designed to strip away confusion and replace it with simple language and visual cues we all understand, the Storm System makes choosing exactly the right finish for your job easier than ever. It really comes down to asking yourself just a few questions. How much of the wood’s natural texture and grain would you like to show through? How often do you typically refinish the surface? And what color do you have in mind?

When you have the answers to these simple questions, selecting just the right Storm System finish is a snap. And with each Storm System category comprised of only best-in-class formulations, you can rest assured no matter what you choose, you will be getting one of the most beautiful, long-lasting finishes available today.
For protecting wood while maintaining its most natural appearance, these products are a great choice.

**Natural Oil Finish** 10040 | 11540
This one-coat clear finish and waterproofing sealer provides excellent protection to exterior wood surfaces exposed to water, ultraviolet rays and general atmospheric contamination including acid rain. Storm System Natural Oil Finish resists cracking, peeling and blistering and can be used on new or previously stained wood.

**Waterproofer** 11020
A transparent sealer that penetrates the surface of dry, porous wood surfaces to help prevent moisture penetration and water damage. Storm System Waterproofer dries clear and allows the surface to age naturally. This product will protect against salt water. On new construction, prevent weathering and water damage by applying Storm System Waterproofer immediately after installation. Not to be topcoated.

**Wood Life Extender** 11024
This unique penetrating clear wood stablizer has been developed to prolong the life of wood and wood products. It is designed to retard warping, swelling, shrinking and checking of unfinished woods. It resists mildew and other fungi and repels moisture. It is able to be finished with any toned stain, primer or paint.

**100% Acrylic Latex Clear Topcoat** 11550
This 100% acrylic latex clear topcoat used in conjunction with Storm System Dual Dispersion Semi-Transparent, Translucent Wood Toned and Semi-Solid stains provides added protection and longevity. 100% Acrylic Topcoat resists mildew, cracking and repels moisture.
Semi-transparent stains allow the natural grain and texture of the wood to show through while enhancing its appearance with subtle color.

**Dual Dispersion 22595**  
**Penetrating Oil Finish 20095**

Storm System Semi-Transparent Stains are available in a penetrating oil finish as well as dual dispersion formula, both of which can be tinted to achieve a wide variety of naturally beautiful hues. Blended with a precise amount of pigment, Storm System Semi-Transparent Finish achieves a slight coloration of the wood. These unique formulas will provide an outstanding mildew and weather resistant finish for your wood surface.

Accentuate the wood’s natural beauty by lightly toning the wood with transoxide pigments. It greatly enhances the finish of the wood when a more natural appearance is desired.

**Dual Dispersion Formula 225XX**  
**Toned Oil Finish 200XX**

Designed to accent the woods’ natural beauty while protecting the surface from the weather, surface mildew and the damaging ultraviolet rays of the sun. This translucent stain is great for conventional lumbers such as pine and cedar and also allows for outstanding performance on properly prepared hardwoods such as IPE, redwood, mahogany and ironwood. Available in 6 ready mixed lightly toned colors manufactured with the finest transoxide pigments. A great choice when a more natural coloration is desired.
Semi-solid stains provide greater opacity while still allowing the texture to show, for a subtle yet rich look.

**Dual Dispersion Formula** 34595  
**Alkyd Linseed Oil Finish** 34095

Alkyd Linseed Oil Finish and Dual Dispersion are impressive finishes that combine a beautiful semi-solid stained look with added durability. Reinforced for maximum performance, these finishes are perfect for decks, rails, furniture and many other exterior surfaces which will be exposed to increased traffic and wear.

For a richer, more finished appearance that allows the natural look of the wood to show through in a luxurious toned satin finish.

**High Build Semi-Solid** 341XX

This product decorates and protects exterior wood siding from weather and temperature changes. Can be used on new wood or previously stained wood with proper preparation. Perfect for log siding, wood screening, fencing and outdoor furniture and architectural accents. For vertical surfaces only.
SOLID COLOR EXTERIOR DECK, FENCE AND SIDING STAIN

A completely opaque, freshly stained look, in a wide array of beautiful solid colors to enhance and protect wood surfaces.

100% Acrylic Stain with Enduradeck® Technology 418XX
Solid Color 100% Acrylic Stain fortified with exclusive Enduradeck® Technology makes finished surfaces appear to have a flat color when viewed directly and a soft luster when viewed at an angle. Our Solid Color Stains are made with state-of-the-art technology for a long-lasting, freshly stained look.

SOLID COLOR EXTERIOR SIDING STAIN

A completely opaque, freshly stained look, in a wide array of beautiful solid matte colors to enhance and protect wood surfaces.

100% Acrylic Stain 412XX
This 100% Acrylic Stain is formulated to provide a rich matte finish, which is often the preferred look for siding. Not for use on decks.

CATEGORY 4  
DECK RESURFACER

A 100% acrylic flat solid finish designed for use on decks that have cracked boards or have been exposed to elements for a significant period.

Deck Resurfacer 414XX
This 100% acrylic high build product is designed to bridge small cracks and to prolong the life of aged decks that would normally not hold conventional stain products.
Storm System Primers are invaluable when a surface is to be refinished with solid color stains, providing additional performance when exposed to extreme weather or high traffic and wear. Using one of these unsurpassed best-in-class primers will make the long-lasting finishes of the Storm System look better and last even longer.

**Acrylic Latex Primer  543XX**
This exterior base coat is designed to help eliminate the natural tannin, sugar staining and discoloration produced by many types of bare wood. Storm System Acrylic Latex Primer has a unique moisture-transmitting formulation that provides excellent adhesion to properly prepared wood surfaces and is highly resistant to peeling. For vertical surfaces only.

**Quick-Dry Oil Primer  523XX**
This special wood primer is designed to be used under white and light solid colored stains to inhibit extractive bleeding and provide a long-lasting finish. This neutralizes and helps eliminate the natural tannin or sugar staining and discoloration produced by bare woods such as red cedar, redwood, fir, pine or white cedar, and seals the wood for uniformity of the finish. This primer has excellent adhesion to properly prepared wood surfaces and is highly resistant to peeling. The unique breathable formulation also helps to diminish the surface rusting of uncoated nails.
STORM SYSTEM
PREP & MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

Versatile and powerful products to prepare and maintain exterior surfaces.

Highest quality formulations. Exceptional performance.

Visit Your Storm System Retailer or stormsystem.com

For specific product recommendations and information, please talk with your Storm System independent retailer or visit www.stormsystem.com.
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